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to be found in the towns and cities of America’s Heartland.
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ost books are inspired by personal connections. This one is no different. As a child of
Middle America, I have had a strong sense of place, an abiding interest in American
history, and, in particular, a direct connection to America’s westward movement and US
Highway 36.
In the early 1800s some of my ancestors left Virginia to settle in Tuscarawas County and
Licking County due east of Columbus, Ohio. Later generations of those families continued
westward along the National Road to settle in Cumberland County, Illinois, where Vandalia
(at the time, Illinois’ state capital) was the goal of that first great way west. They were farming
entrepreneurs seeking cheap land and, I suspect, escape from increasing tension between
northern and southern states over slavery. In the early 1900s, as better roads and the automobile culture took hold, my father’s family moved up to Decatur, Illinois, where Route 36 dove
right into the middle of town.
Route 36 (pronounced “Rowt” by most folks in the Midwest), was our lifeline to the east
and the west. Driving eastward on Route 36 in the middle of August out of Decatur, Illinois,
was the midwestern equivalent of Moses’ parting of the Red Sea. In this case, the sea was made
of corn—not quite as high as an elephant’s eye, but darned close, and it lined Route 36 all the
way to Indiana and beyond.
To the west, only thirty-six miles distant, Route 36 linked us to Lincoln Land and the
Illinois State Fair at Springfield. The year was 1950. Adlai Stevenson was the governor of
Illinois. Stevenson’s secretary of agriculture, Roy Yung, lived on the state fair grounds and was
a close friend of my parents. Consequently, we were able to spend a full week at the state fair
with the Midway right outside our front door. Whoo-eee! Farm animals, harness racing, corn
dogs, cotton candy, and the Veg-a-Matic salesman for hours on end. That was my “Heartland!”
Farther afield, in the mid-1950s, our family of four made the classic American road trip on
Route 36 to Estes Park for a week at a cabin in the mountains. Route 36 was the way west (and
east) from the Midwest.
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When I moved to Colorado in the late 1960s and started making driving trips back to
Illinois, for some years I used the new interstate highways with state-of-the-art paving and rest
stops spaced at convenient intervals. Between Colorado and Illinois that meant 1,100+ miles on
I-70 through Kansas and Missouri or a similar distance on I-80 through Nebraska and Iowa.
As interstate highways go, there’s nothing wrong with these incarnations. I-70 has cachet as
an historic way west (US 40); I-80 traces the “Lincoln Highway” (US 30) and pieces of both the
Oregon Trail and Mormon Trail as it winds along the Platte Valley in Nebraska and through
the mountains at Wyoming’s South Pass. But, as time passed—as the interstates filled up with
eighteen-wheelers and speed demons—I started looking for a more civilized way to make that
trip. That’s when I rediscovered US36.
The first revelation: If I wanted to, I could
make the drive from Denver to Illinois just as
fast on Route 36 as on I-70 or I-80 because Route
36 is about as straight as a highway can be. The
distance between Denver and central Illinois on
Route 36 is about 100 miles shorter than the
distance on either I-70 or I-80.
Continuing eastward past Decatur, the story
is the same. Look at a map and you’ll see a dead
straight line between Decatur and Indianapolis.
You could take a ruler to it. East of Indianapolis,
Route 36 remains straight, then meanders a bit
around and above Columbus, Ohio, to the hilly
east side of that state. But that old highway sign
is right: it’s the shortest route between Denver and Indianapolis. To be precise, the major cities
along Route 36—Indianapolis, Decatur, Springfield, Hannibal, St. Joseph, and Denver—all fall
within a degree of the 39th parallel. That’s the center—the Heartland—of the United States.
The second revelation: No white-knuckle driving. No caravans of eighteen-wheelers hogging
the road and, depending upon the season, spraying rocks, dust, water, or ice and creating
general havoc. And no impatient, crazy drivers dodging in and out, speeding by at 85 mph.
The third revelation: Driving became so much more interesting with the opportunity to slow
down and pass through or detour a mile or two to find towns large and small along that
1,500-mile ribbon of highway. Sure, over the years the highway has been realigned to take
travelers around most town centers but, by and large, Route 36 still bisects dozens of quintessentially American towns in the middle of the country.
Finally, in the fall of 2016, on another trip between Colorado and Illinois, the “ah-ha”
moment came: Somewhere in the middle of Missouri, I thought, “Someone needs to write the
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story of this highway”—not just the history, but profiles of the towns and cities as they exist
today—for better or for worse, for richer or poorer, in sickness and in health.
The result is this guidebook—really, a love letter to the Heartland and an invitation to you
to discover (or re-discover) a great American highway and parts of the country too often
labeled “rural America” without much thought about what that means.
To be sure, US36 visits a couple of large cities (Indianapolis and Denver). But, for the most
part, we pass through a succession of villages, towns, and small cities, hamlets, grain-elevator
crossroads, and some of the most productive farmland in the world. Some of these places are
struggling; most are vibrant and creative, facing the future with optimism and a community
spirit often lacking in urban America.
If I learned anything while making this trek along Route 36, it is that “Rural America” is
not stuck in the past. So, this book is not a nostalgic trip down memory lane featuring photographs of places long forgotten and, in some cases, barely worth remembering. Nor is it an
antiquarian search for broken pavement that might have been part of “Old Route 36” in the
1920s and 1930s. It’s a book about today’s Route 36 and all the people and places along the way.

US HIGHWAY 36—Route 36—starts at Uhrichsville in hilly eastern Ohio, then proceeds
through six states to Estes Park, the “Gateway to Rocky Mountain National Park.” From
Uhrichsville to Norton, Kansas, (about 1,100 miles) Route 36 traces one of the nation’s early
transcontinental highways—the Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway. Between Norton and
Estes Park, the highway is a patchwork of former state highways and a short section of
Interstate 70 around Denver.
Through Ohio, Route 36 meanders a bit before following a straight path through Indiana to
central Illinois. Excepting a slog through or around Indianapolis, two-lane highway prevails.
From Decatur, Illinois, to Hannibal, Missouri, Route 36 merges with Interstate 72. In Missouri,
the highway features a four-lane, limited-access throughway between Hannibal and St. Joseph.
From St. Jo through Kansas to Byers, Colorado (515 miles), it’s a two-lane drive taking us

xii
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through county seats, farms large and small, rolling hills, high plains, cattle country, and
striking landscapes to remain forever etched in our memory banks.
Our path here runs east to west because, historically, that’s the way most Americans made
the trip. The journey through each state is segmented, so one can read in reverse easily enough
when driving from west to east. Each of the towns and cities described is worth a visit of a few
hours or a few days. Sidebars in each section highlight interesting side trips along the way.
Traveling Route 36 connects the traveler with American history. The US36 promotional
association in Missouri has dubbed their highway “The Way of American Genius.” But the
Way of Genius is far more than a Missouri phenomenon. In Ohio we meet Cy Young, Johnny
Appleseed, Annie Oakley and “Mad” Anthony Wayne; in Indiana it’s James Whitcomb Riley,
Benjamin Harrison, Kurt Vonnegut, and Ernie Pyle; Springfield, Illinois, celebrates Abraham
Lincoln and Frank Lloyd Wright; the Missouri geniuses include Mark Twain, Walt Disney, John
J. Pershing, and J.C. Penney; Kansas and Colorado take us to the high plains where we meet,
among others, Margaret “Molly” Brown in Denver and F.O. Stanley in Estes Park. Add to these
the home of “sliced bread” in Chillicothe, Missouri; the remarkable quilting capital of America
at Hamilton, Missouri; the geographic center of the “Lower 48” and the Pawnee Museum near
Belleville, Kansas, and you have a cornucopia of culture and history all but unrivaled west of
the Appalachian Mountains.
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TO PUT ROUTE 36 and our highway system in perspective, two background chapters at
the back of the book summarize the breathtaking pace of change from the age of the horse
and buggy in 1800 to the Golden Age of the Automobile (1900-1956). These chapters are not
essential reading but, for those who are interested, I recommend a review of our remarkable
highway system within the broader context of westward movement.
The first of those chapters summarizes the predominant modes of transportation in
the nineteenth century and the paths and pace of westward settlement, particularly in the
Northwest Territory and the states that became Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois north of the Ohio
River and east of the Mississippi River.
The second chapter traces the rise of the automobile culture through the 1920s, culminating
in the numbering of highways in 1925-6. The focus here is on the transcontinental Pikes Peak
Ocean to Ocean Highway (PPOO)—the “parent” of US Highway 36. Two other important
transcontinentals crossed the Midwest—the Lincoln Highway and the National Old Trails Road.
These were better known than the PPOO but, today, it is the PPOO and Route 36 that were least
affected by the interstate system that came to dominate highway development after 1956.
In fact, unlike iconic highways like Route 66 (officially “decommissioned” in 1985) and
the Lincoln Highway (US30 now displaced by Interstate 80), Route 36 is largely intact, not yet
obliterated by the interstate highway system, shopping malls, and the franchised eateries and
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lodgings of modern America. The Route 36 we drive today is partly identical and at least
reminiscent of the highway driven by past generations. Of course, it has been improved and,
for the most part, is in better condition than many major highways. The most significant
improvement since 2000 has been the expanded four-lane route across Missouri. Many towns
have been by-passed, but even those are no more than a few blocks off a realigned route.
For the most part, “Old 36” can still be found and driven in spirit.
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ROUTE 36 IS THE opposite of an interstate highway experience. It begs for “slow travel.”
It’s an opportunity to pick apples at an orchard north of Urbana, Ohio; or hit golf balls into
the lake at the 4th of July celebration in Atwood, Kansas; or watch the locals flailing away at
a mud-volleyball match in Hannibal, Missouri; or it’s eating corn-on-the-cob and dancing in
the street at the “Decatur Celebration” on a hot August day in Illinois.
These are experiences and a way of traveling discovered by William Least Heat-Moon
when he explored the back roads of America and also something the denizens of our “RV”
culture know as they glide along in their homes away from home.
When Heat-Moon’s Blue Highways was published in 1982, the American traveler’s continuing
desire to “get off the beaten path”—to find the roads less traveled—was revealed anew. But many
wanderers came before Mr. Heat-Moon and many have followed. Whether the wanderer is Alexis
de Tocqueville, Charles Dickens, Mark Twain, Emily Post, John Steinbeck, or Charles Kuralt, the
genre defined by the wandering traveler on the open road still has “legs.” It is in the spirit of
those observant wanderers that I present this volume and invite you to discover (or re-discover)
the Heartland of America. For sheer pleasure and a rich cultural experience, the way to get your
kicks is on Route 36.
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Now it’s time to get out on the highway!
Allan Ferguson
Denver, Colorado, USA
Juy 2019
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OW APPROPRIATE TO BEGIN our journey down Route 36 in the great state of Ohio—
the runway to settlement in America’s Heartland. Major paths to the frontier, railroads,
and paved highways made their way west through Ohio. The great roadways west included
the National Road and National Old Trails Highway (US40/I-70), the Lincoln Highway
(US30/I-80), and our Route 36 in its grander incarnation as the Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean
Highway (for more information, see Background Chapter Two).
Ohio is an overwhelmingly urban and industrial state, though we do not see that side of
the state while traveling Route 36. Ohio’s first major cities took root along the Ohio River (e.g.,
Cincinnati) and on the banks of Lake Erie (e.g., Cleveland, Sandusky, et al.). With the development of canals and rail lines, Ohio’s interior was opened throughout the nineteenth century;
Columbus, in the middle of the state, gradually emerged as Ohio’s largest city.
In contrast to Indiana where “all roads lead to Indianapolis,” all roads do not lead to
Columbus. As the state capital, Columbus dominates central Ohio, but Ohio boasts five other
cities with populations over 100,000 (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Toledo, Akron, and Dayton). While
Columbus is the modern, high-tech seat of business and government, these other cities hearken
back to an older Ohio of transportation on the nation’s “wet highways” (rivers and canals) and
heavy industry shaped by iron ore, steel, oil, coal, and rubber.
Some would identify at least four Ohios—north, south, east, and west. No question, the
northern lake culture is far different than the southern river culture, and western Ohio has
more in common with eastern Indiana just as eastern Ohio is an extension of the mountain
country of Pennsylvania and West Virginia. If we follow the lead of the Ohio tourist bureau,
two more regions—North and South Appalachia—claim special status; those are composed of
the counties that spill across the east and south side of the state in a slanting pattern, following
the Appalachians and the Ohio River. These are the counties most affected by economic
changes of recent decades. Oil and gas exploration has improved the economic fortunes of
some residents in these counties.
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In 1803 Ohio became the seventeenth state to enter the Union. Today, Ohio is the thirty-fifth
largest state by size and seventh by population. Ohio ranks tenth in population density—an
indication of the essential urban character of the state. Ohioans identify closely with their
counties—eighty-eight counties, to be precise. The name of the state is said to come from the
Iroquois “Ohi-yo,” meaning “great river.” Farms in Ohio, on average, are about half the size of
those in Illinois where large-scale corporate agriculture is more common. This feature gives the
rural landscape traversed by Route 36 an appealing, nostalgic turn.
Over the span of 205 miles from Uhrichsville to the Ohio-Indiana state line, travelers on
US36 will experience Ohio in all its topographical and geologic diversity. Hills and ridges, valleys and flood plains, heavily-cultivated farm lands, towns and villages, small cities—all follow
one another in pleasing rhythm. Myriad creeks and rivers dump water into a series of lakes
and reservoirs, then into the broad Ohio and on toward the even broader Mississippi.
Columbus and Dayton are the only metropolitan areas near Route 36. Otherwise the largest
towns we pass through are Delaware (35k), Marysville (22k), and Piqua (20k). In central Ohio,
towns clearly get a little larger and more prosperous in the hinterland of Columbus.
In 1940, a writer on the Works Progress Administration’s (WPA) guide to Ohio cataloged
the forested beauty of Ohio travel in the summer and fall as he rhapsodized over the “oak,
hickory, yellow poplar, ash, pine, maple, black walnut, white elm, beech, linden, wild black
cherry, black locust, willow, and sycamore.” Nor did he leave out the buckeye, Ohio’s state tree
(a relative of the Asiatic horse chestnut). Trees and water mean birds of all description too.
Ohio’s plentiful waters and forests define migratory paths and homes for our feathered friends.
Regarding transportation, towns and cities in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois were largely settled before the coming of the railroads. Thus, the location of the towns and cities determined
the routes followed by the rails rather than the other way around. Travelers on Route 36 will
note this clear distinction between the states east and west of the Mississippi.
Historically, as a locus of the automobile industry, Ohio has been second only to Michigan.
This was the home of many early auto brands—most long-forgotten except by car buffs—
Chandler, Willys-Knight, Cleveland, Westcott, Overland, Moon, Winton, Packard, StoddardDayton, Pope, Peerless, Apperson, and the Maxwell (Jack Benny’s car). All those cars and those
produced in Michigan rode on rubber tires produced by Goodyear, B.F. Goodrich, and
Firestone based in Akron. Dozens of other suppliers to the auto industry started in Ohio and
remain an important segment of the state’s economy.
Finally, we should note Ohio’s many institutions of “higher learning”—a complex as full as
any in the nation. The Ohio State University at Columbus, with auxiliary campuses, is among
the largest and finest in the country. Historic liberal arts colleges and universities dot the state.
Some, like Ohio Wesleyan (1840), Kenyon (1824), and Antioch (1853) are either on or near
Route 36.

OHIO—OVERVIEW
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A Few Notes on What to Expect in Ohio
Native American History. Throughout the eighteenth century, the Northwest Territory was,

at once, a battle ground and a relative “safe haven” for multiple tribes pushed westward by
colonists and, later, the United States. The Six Nations of the Iroquois Confederation and the

OHIO

ANOTHER ONE OF THE WPA writers observed, “When in 1803 Ohio became a State [sic], it
could be said, as of no other State at that time, that it was typically American . . . neither North
nor South, neither East nor West; it lies where they all meet and has characteristics and habits
of all of them” (WPA Ohio, loc 772 e-book).
Indeed, Ohio was a potpourri of Americana: Scotch-Irish and English poured into Ohio
from the Virginia and Pennsylvania frontiers; Puritans came from New England; religious sects
of all description came to Ohio to find refuge— Quakers, Moravians, Lutherans, Dunkards,
Amish, Mennonites, United Brethren, French Huguenots. Runaway slaves and southerners
came from the Carolinas, Georgia, Tennessee, and Kentucky. Germans, in particular, augmented Ohio’s population after the European uprisings of 1848. After the Civil War, freed AfricanAmericans looked to Ohio for work and acceptance.
Ohio’s typicality continued for at least another 150 years. Pundits and pollsters looked to
Ohio as the quintessentially American state—a “bellwether” demographically and politically—
witness the state’s record of producing presidential candidates and the political catch-phrase,
“As Ohio goes, so goes the nation.”
But times change, while Ohio has remained much the same since about 1960. The Census
of 2010 reported Ohio’s major racial groups: white–83%; African American–12%; Latino–3%.
In 1960 the percentages were similar—at the time, representative of the nation as a whole.
Today, racial minorities make up more than a quarter of the US population and, by 2044,
the Census Bureau predicts the United States will be a “minority-majority” population
(Smithsonian Magazine, March 2018, pp. 11-12). Perhaps, by that time, America’s fixation on
racial categories will be a thing of the past. Until then, what we can say is that Ohio no longer
reflects the national demographic. As for the towns and cities along Route 36, they are overwhelmingly Caucasian (95+%)—not at all representative of either Ohio or the nation.
In short, while remaining vitally important in national elections, Ohio is not the political
“bellwether” it once was. Republicanism in Ohio has deep roots grounded in abolitionism, the
Civil War era, the Grand Army of the Republic, and the Republican presidents and US senators
(e.g., the Taft dynasty) the state has sent to Washington D.C. On the other hand, Ohio’s industrial economy, rural populism, and a diverse immigrant population have lent fire to a robust
Democratic Party quite capable of competing with the state’s historic Republican bias.
Statewide elections in Ohio are always hotly contested by the two major parties.
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Lenape (Delaware) were thrust out of New York,
Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and New Jersey;
Shawnee were driven from the middle-border
states of present-day Tennessee and Kentucky.
Then there were Miami and Ottawa and
Wyandotte. It was an unpredictable and treacherous time for Native Americans and, likewise,
a dangerous time for settlers to be in the “Ohio
Country.”
The main player in the dramatic clash of
cultures in the Ohio Country was General
“Mad” Anthony Wayne, and 1795 was the seminal date leading to removal of Native Americans
from what was to become Ohio. In the summer
of 1794 General Wayne defeated an alliance of tribes at the Battle of Fallen Timbers near
present-day Toledo. In August 1795 he convened a “peace conference” at Green Ville (aka
Greenville on Route 36); the result was the Treaty of Green Ville, bringing an end to hostilities
and a division of the Ohio Country into a region of “white settlement” and an “Indian
Territory” in the northwest corner of what was to become Ohio a mere eight years later.
Like most treaties the United States made with Native Americans, the Treaty of Green Ville
held only until settlers coveted the Indian lands. In 1817 another treaty reduced the Indian
Territory. Further treaties expropriated land from the Delaware (1829), the Seneca (1831), and
the Wyandotte (1842).
Along Route 36, the clash of cultures in Ohio is best told at the Johnston Farm and Indian
Agency north of Piqua (see pp 35-6). The Treaty of Green Ville is the subject of a permanent
exhibit at the Garst Museum in Greenville (see pp. 38-40).

Canals. Canal-building was all the rage for

a fairly short period between 1820 and 1840,
and Ohio was a major player west of the
Appalachians (see Background Chapter I, Part II,
for more on canal history). These were massive
projects combining public and private financing.
The Ohio & Erie Canal stretched 308 miles
between Cleveland and Portsmouth—the entire
north-south length of the state. The Miami &
Erie connected Cincinnati on the Ohio River to

OHIO—OVERVIEW
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in Ohio—testimony to the power and influence of the state during that period in the nation’s
history. In order they were: U.S. Grant (#18), Rutherford B. Hayes (#19), James A. Garfield
(#20), Benjamin Harrison (#23), William McKinley (#25), Howard Taft (#27), and Warren G.
Harding (#29). An earlier president, William Henry Harrison (#9), was born in Virginia but
lived most of his life in Ohio. Since Harding, the United States has given up on presidents from
Ohio. All in all, it’s a pretty mediocre bunch; two of them were assassinated, and William
Henry Harrison died after only one month in office. Two of the better ones—Rutherford B.
Hayes and Benjamin Harrison—have some presence along Route 36. Hayes was born in
Delaware, Ohio, and graduated from Kenyon College near Mt. Vernon. Though the Hayes
home has not been preserved in Delaware, both that city and Mt. Vernon acknowledge his
important place in the history of Ohio and the United States. Benjamin Harrison was from
North Bend, Ohio, but settled and practiced law in Indianapolis, Indiana; his home in the
Lockerbie District of Indy is among the city’s most appealing attractions (see p. 52).
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“Goldilocks” Towns. From Coshocton west to the Indiana state line, all the towns and small
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cities profiled here along Route 36 are Goldilocks towns—big enough to be interesting and
dynamic, small enough to be accessible, relaxed, and welcoming. They are historic, attractive,
self-aware, public-spirited, optimistic places. In other words—in so many ways— just right.
Nice places to live. Students of small-town America might ascribe this condition—maybe even
rank their relative success—by their proximity to Columbus, and they would probably be right.
But there’s always an extra element or two—an educational institution, a special attraction, a
civic-minded benefactor, or a particularly aggressive Chamber of Commerce. Whatever the
case, the traveler on Route 36 can look forward to rewarding small-town experiences in Ohio.

Bob Evans Restaurants. The Bob Evans brand is an Appalachian success story that started in

the river town of Gallipolis in southeast Ohio. “Down home” country cooking is served in the
ubiquitous red and white diners decked out in “steamboat Victorian” style. Now owned by
Golden Gate Capital (“Red Lobster”), Bob Evans Farms incorporated as a sausage manufacturer
in 1953, went public in 1963, and now has over 500 locations in eighteen states—while New
Albany, Ohio, remains the company’s home base.

OHIO

Toledo at the west end of Lake Erie. Short-lived though the canals were, they helped open
up the interior of Ohio, contributing immensely to the state’s agricultural and industrial
economies and attracting tens of thousands of immigrants. Virtually every one of the towns
and cities along Route 36 benefitted from “feeder canals” that branched off the main trunk
lines. In a couple of cases (Coshocton, Piqua), the towns were on the main lines (see pp. 20-1
and pp. 34-6).
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Water. Creeks, ponds, rivers, lakes big and small—it’s all water and there’s a lot of it. East to
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west, forty inches of annual rainfall is typical. Ohio history is sprinkled with flood history,
from the worst in 1913 to more recent events. Consequently, flood control is a serious undertaking. The result is a plethora of reservoirs and lakes. In the territory traversed by Route 36 the
waters generally run southward to the Ohio and on to the Mississippi.
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• Salt Fork State Park - Ohio’s largest state park for fishing, boating, hiking, golf, swimming,
camping and a park lodge - 10.6 mi S of Newcomerstown on I-77 from Junction of R36 and
I-77; exit E on Plainfield Rd (exit Kimbolton); 5 mi to north entrance of park via Old TwentyOne Rd and Freedom Rd. A scenic, back-country route leads to the same place out of
Newcomerstown via SH258, CR585, and CR584.
• Woodbury Wildlife Area - 10 mi W of Coshocton from the junction of R36 & SH16; 5 mi S of
Warsaw on SH60 - Ohio’s largest expanse (19,000 acres) dedicated to hunting, fishing, and
“primitive” camping; reclaimed in part from strip mining of coal.
• Wolf Run Regional Park - about .5 mi W of junction R36 (Coshocton Ave) and SH 308 (Kenyon
Rd), immediately S of R36 - 260 acres of nature preserve, fishing, hiking, dog park. Kenyon
College’s Brown Family Environmental Center (another 480 acres) is close by.
• Alum Creek Lake State Park - 8 mi E of Delaware; thousands of acres of water and woodlands;
286 developed campsites, some cabins (reservations–866-644-6727).
• Kiser Lake State Park - 14 mi W of Urbana on R36, 5 mi N on SH235 - 115 non-electric
campsites, swimming, boating, hiking, (ph 937-362-3822).
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Part I – Uhrichsville to Delaware (103 miles)

S THE KING SAID to Alice (in Wonderland), “We must begin at the beginning.” That
would be one mile north of Uhrichsville-Dennison at the junction of US250 and US36.
At that point, US250 continues NW to New Philadelphia, county seat of Tuscarawas County,
while US36 starts westward on its journey through America’s Heartland.*
Based on per-capita income, between Uhrichsville (Tuscarawas County) and Delaware
(Delaware County), Route 36 takes us from one of Ohio’s poorer counties in the foothills of the

*Between 1931 and 1974, the eastern “terminus” (end or beginning) of US36 was at Cadiz, 24 mi SE
of Uhrichsville-Dennison. The “Cadiz-Dennison Road” was used by the Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean
Highway. The winding road is now designated US250—one of Ohio’s “Scenic By-Ways.” The PPOO
and Old 36 entered Dennison on Center St along the rail tracks.
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Appalachians to its wealthiest county within the orbit of Ohio’s capital city, Columbus. To be
sure, Tuscarawas County is not at the bottom of the income totem pole. Poorer counties, deeper
in the mountains along the Ohio River, make Tuscarawas look prosperous. Nevertheless, we
see a striking contrast between a region once nurtured by mining and railroads and manufacturing and a more prosperous region near a large city in the rich farm land of central Ohio.
This short journey says a lot about America’s modern economy.
With only a few exceptions, Route 36 bisects each of the towns between Uhrichsville and
Delaware, taking us right into the town centers—and that includes Mt. Vernon and Delaware,
the largest cities on this eastern half of Ohio. It’s a feature of Route 36 transporting us back to
a time when that was what all highways did.

N

Population: Uhrichsville - 5.4K , Dennison - 2.7K

O

Website: www.cityofuhrichsville.org

EW

Town Center: 10 blks N from exit to 3rd St

Visitor Centers: 210 E 3rd St (Chamber), ph 740-922-5623; New Philadelphia 124 E High Ave,
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•
•
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Uhrichsville-Dennison

ph 330-602-2420
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• Library: Claymont Public Library, 215 E 3rd St, ph 740-922-3626 (closed Wed & Sun)
• City Park: McCluskey Park in Dennison, E on 4th St in U’ville; N on Hanna in Dennison
• Museums: Dennison Railroad Depot Museum, 400 Center St, ph 740-922-6776; Clay Museum,

T
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330 N Main St (U’ville), ph 740-877-9799—both keep Tues-Sat hrs year around
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HREE MAJOR INDUSTRIES, now largely defunct, mark the history of UhrichsvilleDennison—railroads, coal, and clay.
At a time in the nineteenth century when
steam engines could run for only about 100
miles before needing to take on more coal and
water, Dennison was perfectly situated about
100 miles between Pittsburgh and Columbus.
The town became a major rail stop with some
forty acres of shops and yards serving primarily
the Pennsylvania Railroad. During World War I,
U’ville-Dennison was a busy Red Cross Canteen
stop for the boys headed off to the trenches in
France. During World War II—with New York
The Dennison Depot Museum on Old 36 (Center St)
and North Platte, Nebraska—the Dennison
captures the town’s railroad history with a WW IIdepot was the busiest Servicemen’s Canteen in
themed presentation.
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SIDE TRIP: New Philadelphia-Dover-Zoar Village. These sites are 8-15 mi N of
Uhrichsville and make for a better base on the east end of Route 36 than the lodgingchallenged Uhrichsville-Dennison area. New Philadelphia has a vibrant downtown, an
impressive county courthouse, and a variety of retail resources. In short, it’s where many
people from U’ville-Dennison go to shop and get entertained. Dover is a “twin city” to
New Philadelphia and is of considerable appeal. Nearby Zoar Village, on the Ohio and
Erie Canal Towpath, preserves the communal settlement of a band of German Utopian
“Separatists” (from Lutheranism) who came to this area in 1817. Today, remnants of the
community and volunteers maintain the village in high tourist season as a “living museum”
of 1850s life. For more information, see www.historiczoarvillage.com.

OHIO

the country, serving free food and coffee to more than a million and a half G.I.s between 1942
and 1946. After the war, railroading in this neck of the woods ran in one direction—downhill.
U’ville-Dennison saw its last passenger train in the 1970s and its last freight train in the 1980s.
The town’s railroad history is captured in the WW II–themed Dennison Depot Museum housed
in a collection of Pullman cars lined up behind a Chesapeake and Ohio steam engine on Center
St. For more information, see www.dennisondepot.org.
As for clay, let’s put it this way: If your town or city at one time used “vitrified” clay for
sewer pipes or bricks for paving streets, chances are those products came from one of the
thirty-two clay factories once operating in this “Clay Capital of the World” between 1833 and
the 1940s. Like the railroads, that industry is gone from U’ville-Dennison, but the memories
linger on at the town’s interesting Clay Museum on N Main St.
Uhrichsville was laid out as “Waterford” in 1803; it was renamed in 1839 after Michael
Uhrich, a local mill operator. During those years the town prospered with proximity to the
Ohio and Erie Canal. Then came the clay, the rails, and the coal. U’ville-Dennison’s population
peaked at around 11,000 in 1920. Prolonged and violent strikes among railroad workers during
the 1920s precipitated a downward spiral that has seen the city’s population decline by about
25 percent since then.
Today, the patched and pot-holed streets of Uhrichsville-Dennison pretty much sum up the
contemporary state of the “twin cities.” That’s a moniker used to describe these two towns,
separated only by Little Stillwater Creek. U’ville sits on the west bank of the creek; Dennison
sits on the east bank. For no obvious reason, Dennison, the smaller of the two, presents a somewhat more prosperous veneer. In sum, U’ville-Dennison tells a familiar story in this part of
America: It’s a small town created by an old economy, now trying to figure out how to adapt
and maybe even thrive in a twenty-first century economy.
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Uhrichsville to Coshocton (36 miles). The terrain here follows the Tuscarawas River and
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a rail line to Coshocton where the Tuscarawas joins with the Walhonding River to form the
Muskingum River. Throughout this course, as R36 traverses the Tuscarawas River Valley,
the highway is surprisingly flat. Low hills and ridges bound the highway north and south.
GNADDENHUTTEN (see below) is a mere six miles from Uhrichsville. Midway between
Gnadenhutten and NEWCOMERSTOWN (also below) we pass through PORT WASHINGTON
where two turn-of-the-century brick farm homes on the west side of town are of interest. One
is Italianate; the other gingerbread. These are the “Dichler” and “Stocker-Riggle” mansions
built by brothers Adam and Conrad Stocker in 1878. Their lands included the site of a
Moravian mission (“Salem”) started by David Zeisberger. I-77 (the Carolinas to Cleveland)
intersects US36 one mile E of Newcomerstown. Gnadenhutten, Newcomerstown, and
Coshocton are by-passed (but only barely) by realigned highway. A graceful four-lane divided
highway spans eighteen miles between Newcomerstown and Coshocton. Several wineries are
located midway between the two towns. The speed limit is 60 mph on the four-lane highway.

Library: 160 N Walnut, ph 740-254-9224

R

Town center: crossroads at Walnut and Main St
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Population: 1.3K
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City Park: Massacre site (right on Main St, left on Cherry St to park); Hecks Grove Park–
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Gnadenhutten
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E (left) on Main St, 6 blks to Parkway, left on Linden Ave to park
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O MATTER HOW you pronounce it—Ja-nay-den-hutten OR Ja-naughten-hooten—it still
sounds like a sneeze and it’s an attention-getting name. That’s because it’s Germanic and
translates (more or less) to “huts of grace.” Apart from the funny name, the reason to stop in
Gnadenhutten is to appreciate and learn about the Lenape people (pronounced Len-AH-pay)—
Native Americans who lived here long before the arrival of Euro-American settlers.
Those huts in Gnadenhutten refer to log cabins or other basic structures erected by
Christianized Lenape led by David Zeisberger, a Moravian missionary who started other settlements at Schoenbrunn and Salem (near present-day Port Washington).
So, who were the Moravians? In brief, they were Bohemian (Czech) “heretics” in the eyes of
the Holy Roman Church. Arising in the early fifteenth century, their antipathy to church practices anticipated Lutheranism and the Protestant Revolution by over a century. Eventually driven out of Bohemia by dominant Catholics, some Moravians fled to the New World bringing
with them a missionary fervor central to their religious beliefs—thus their arrival in the early
1770s in the fertile Tuscarawas Valley of Ohio, giving their several villages claim to being
Ohio’s oldest settlements inhabited by Euro-Americans.
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Newcomerstown
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population: 3.8K

Website: www.newcomerstown.com

Town center: exit on College St; .5 mile to Main St
Library: 123 E Main St, ph 740-498-8228

City Park: Cy Young Memorial Park - S of R36 off College St exit

Museums: Olde Main St Museum, 213 W Canal St; Temperance Tavern Museum,

221 W Canal St, ph - both at 740-498-7735

OHIO

Unfortunately, these peaceful people got caught up in the frontier chapter of the American
Revolution—and it is this history that encourages a stop at Gnadenhutten, for the place commemorates one of the worst massacres of innocents in American history.
Fearing collusion between colonial forces and the community at Gnadenhutten, British troops
captured the Moravian-Lenape and marched them way to the north along the Sandusky River.
In February 1782 the British allowed about 150 starving Lenape to return to Gnadenhutten to salvage what they could of crops and supplies. On March 7, 1782—the day before the Lenape were
to return to captivity—a band of colonial militia men on a punitive expedition from Pennsylvania
arrived in Gnadenhutten, disarmed the Lenape, and imprisoned them. The next day ninety-six
men, women, and children were murdered by the Pennsylvanians. Two boys escaped. Some sixty
buildings at Gnadenhutten were pillaged and burned.
To its credit, Gnadenhutten has not ignored this
history. In 1872 the little city erected a monument
to the victims of the massacre on the 100th anniversary of the event. A burial mound has been preserved in a park adjacent to the town cemetery; in
1963, a museum was opened to capture the town
history. In 2003 the state of Ohio erected a memorial
marker at the site, calling the event a “day of
shame” in American history. This kind of honest
acknowledgment of national guilt is refreshing to see and should be appreciated for what it is.
As for more modern history, throughout the nineteenth century Gnadenhutten benefitted from
its strategic location near canal and rail routes. Today, a large foam insulation plant on the north
side of the village provides a substantial economic base for the town. Sitting as it does in an oxbow
of the Tuscarawas River, Gnadenhutten has had its share of experience with flooding. Major floods
in 1913 and 1915 caused considerable havoc throughout this low-lying area. Since then, state and
federal water-control projects have done much to calm Ohio’s, at times, raging rivers.
Gnadenhutten is a tiny, tidy burg well worth a stop at the east end of Route 36.
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EWCOMERSTOWN’S IMAGE is driven by its “home town” claim to Cy Young of baseball fame and Woody Hayes of football fame—they’re even included on the masthead of
the local newspaper. That’s fine, but what about the last fifty years? Unlike other towns farther
west along Route 36 in Ohio, Newcomerstown’s population peaked in 1940 and has since
declined by about 20 percent. Storefronts are boarded up; cracked concrete and potholes line
many of the residential streets. On the other hand, Newcomerstown, like many small communities, promotes its assets well. This is the home of one of the all-time great hardware stores—
that’s Eureka Orme Hardware—situated at the corner of W Canal and N River St and its
Temperance Tavern Museum features Cy Young memorabilia. These attractions make
Newcomerstown worth a stop.
Ohio history beckons here. This was the site of the largest Delaware Indian village on the
Tuscarawas River in the late 1700s and Chief Newcomer (Netawatwes) was the leader of the
western Delaware. So, the unusual name, Newcomerstown, does not refer to the Anglo settlers
who displaced the Delaware. Irony of ironies: It was the newcomer settlers who called the
Delaware chief “Newcomer.” I guess that was easier than “Netawatwes.”
Industry also beckons in the form of a 220-acre industrial park adjacent to R36 and aggressive promotion from village leaders and Ohio state government. The anchor industry is Baltaron
Inc., a maker of laminated and extruded plastic products. Like other towns along US36 in central Ohio, Newcomerstown is strategically located near interstate highways (in this case, I-77
and I-70) and within striking distance of Columbus. These factors, plus relatively low taxes and
government “Enterprise Zone” status, attract businesses that keep Newcomerstown afloat.
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IN SEARCH OF CY YOUNG: Finding the home town of
Cy Young (1867-1955) is often the reason travelers stop at
Newcomerstown. For those who’ve never heard of Cy
Young, or for those who need reminding, a quick refresher:
“Cy” (short for “Cyclone”) is considered by many the greatest pitcher in major league baseball history. He was a big
(6’2”), strong German-American farm boy who grew up in
and around Newcomerstown. Over a twenty-two year
career, his accomplishments are usually preceded by the
word, “most”—most wins (511), most losses (316), most
innings pitched (7,356), most games started (815), most complete games (749), etc., etc. He also threw one perfect game
(27 batters in 9 innings), three no-hitters, and he threw the
first pitch in the modern World Series in Boston in 1903.
To say Cy Young was durable is an understatement.
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Driving the Pikes Peak/Old 36 between Newcomerstown and Coshocton. This is

an easy and pleasant drive traversing the flood plain of the Tuscarawas River.
From town center, follow State St W; the road is signed SH751/CR9. New and old country
homes, some on small farms, occupy most of the land between the two major towns; midway we pass through the village of WEST LAFAYETTE where the route becomes CR16.
This route enters Coshocton on Chestnut St and Main St to find town center.

OHIO

The lasting significance of Denton True “Cy” Young is his role as a transitional figure
between early baseball and the modern game ushered in with the movement of the pitcher’s
mound from 55 feet-six inches to 60 feet-6 inches in 1893 (partly to mitigate the effect of Cy’s
overpowering fastball). His memory is enshrined in the annual Cy Young Awards given to the
pitchers judged most outstanding in the American and National Leagues.
In Newcomerstown, Cy Young is remembered not only at the Temperance Tavern Museum
but at the Cy Young Memorial Park adjacent to R36 on the W side of town at the N College exit
(the third opportunity to exit into Newcomerstown). Christened on May 28, 1950, when Cy
was alive to enjoy it, that’s the official city park with a ball field, tennis courts, pool, picnic
tables, pavilions, and a wooded area on the hillside above the park. A Little League ball field
in the middle of town also carries the Cy Young name.
If your mission in stopping at Newcomerstown is to find the “real” Cy Young, you will
want to take a scenic drive ten miles into the hills above the Tuscarawas River Valley. Cy was
born on a farm near Gilmore east of Newcomerstown; after his retirement from baseball he
lived with a farm family and was buried at Peoli, a few miles south of Gilmore. Growing up
and living as a farmer away from baseball, Cy Young never really left home.
Directions to cemetery where Cy Young is
buried: From the “Baltaron Exit”(SH258) into
Newcomerstown (2nd turnoff W of I-77), follow
SH258 10 mi E by SE to Peoli; continue through
the tiny village. Where the road starts a rightward
curve on high ground, a red-brick church and
burial ground appear on the right side of the road.
Cy Young’s grave is on the east side of the small
cemetery. A final note: the farmhouse where Cy
lived is on the south side of SH258 about a quarter-mile before entering the village. Unfortunately,
Cy Young is buried next to his wife who died in
the house is seriously deteriorated.
1933. Note the baseballs left by a fan.

